At large distance the metrics tend to Ricci-flat "cones" over HSS.
But at the small distance the "nodes" are repaired by the HSS and become smooth!
Next,
We would like to know global structures on these CY! homology cycles, cohomology classes, Euler numbers, etc...
BUT, we know these manifolds only locally (metrics only...).
Thus we should represent these manifolds in a different way.
Gauged Linear Sigma Models (GLSM)
global description of toric varieties and hypersurfaces in these spaces not differential geometry, but algebraic geometry is Einstein-Kähler
The condition reduces to an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)!
(up to holomorphic functions)
Ricci-flatness condition:
The metric is ill-defined (degenerate) at σ = 0
But the curvature is still finite in the σ → 0 limit
The coordinates φ 
The new coordinate system {ρ, ϕ i } is well-defined at ρ = 0.
Kähler potential is very simple:
If we re-write the coordinates as φ
But we need to transform ρ = σ N /N in order to avoid the coordinate singularity
• This manifold has a parameter b.
•
and has no singularity at the origin.
• Orbifold singularity C N /Z N appears in b = 0 limit.
Conifold the similar set-up to the line bundle over P
Assumption:
the solution of Ricci-flatness condition:
cooridnate transformation: ρ ∼ σ N −2 ρ = 0 (dρ = 0) sub-manifold:
Kähler potential of Eguchi-Hanson (Gibbons-Pope, 1979) the node is repaired by
Resolved Conifold the node is repaired by
r a : radius of G a /H a h a : some parameter related to an isometry group G a (dual Coxeter)
Ricci-flatness condition of the line bundle:
Towards Mirror Symmetry
In order to investigate various phenomena in string theory,
We would like to use our metrics on non-compact CY:
Complex line bundle over
non-symmetric spaces
Gauged Linear Sigma Models (GLSM)
global description of toric varieties and hypersurfaces in these spaces not differential geometry, but algebraic geometry
From GLSMs and their T-dualized models,
We can understand the global structures of toric varieties
Mirror symmetry on chiral rings
Mirror Symmetry We would like to construct the LG orbifold model which is dual to CY sigma model CY/LG correspondence, cc-ring structure and its T-dualized theory ac-ring structure
Then, we will check the mirror symmetry on chiral rings, and will consider applications of these models.
BUT, unfortunately, I have few knowledge on chiral ring structures and more.
So this work is still in progress...
Discussions
If we construct the chiral ring structure of these model, we can understand and moreover,
we can use them to the study of "String duality"
IIA, IIB string/F-theory compactified by these CY Dp-brane wrapping around non-vanishing cycles in CY gauge/gravity duality
In particular, CY 3-fold is very interesting manifold.
CY 3-fold = line bundle over P 
My Next Study
• understand the ring structures of LG model
• check mirror symmetry of our non-compact CY
• look for an application to use these CY (CY 4-folds?)
Gauged Linear Sigma Model GLSM = Field Theory on toric variety
appear only in two-dimensional supersymmetric theory Contents of chiral superfields and their U (1) charges:
Potential energy (scalar field only)
Condition of SUSY vacua:
The solution depends on FI parameter r.
• Low energy theory We can investigate the cohomology class of CY.
In the large radii limit of CY, chiral rings of LG model correspond to cohomology classes of CY.
Since GLSM has a suitable superpotential, we can investigate cc-ring structure easily.
Non-trivial ac-ring structure appears when the theory is orbifolded.
Key point: isolated singularity
This model has been investigated and used by a lot of people.
Now we try to apply this model to our model.
Contents of chiral superfields and their U (1) charges:
(delete P field)
• Supersymmetric vacua Potential energy (scalar field only)
• Low energy theory 
, P : fiber
LG phase:
It's a strange superpotential for LG!! (No isolated singularity)
Can we treat this as LG minimal model?
Can we understand (co)homology of this CY manifold?
I am studying this point now... Construction 2: GLSM for line bundle over P
Contents of chiral superfields and their U (1) × U (1) charges:
The solution depends on FI parameters (r 1 , r 2 ). 
T-dualized Theory
This theory is written by twisted chiral superfields only:
Relation between chiral superfields and twisted chiral superfields:
Low energy theory (e a 1): integrating out Σ a ⇒ LG orbifold model with twisted superpotential:
Investigating this twisted superfield, we can understand ac-ring structures of this model.
We can also understand cc-ring structure.
Construction 0: review
Sokution of the above constraint:
Residual symmetry from periodicity:
We obtain the T-dualized LG orbifold model on W (with λ = 0):
LG :
Theories on CY and LG are same! (V, W) is a mirror pair! It is convenient to introduce a period in order to read the "fundamental" representation of fields.
Definition of the period (λ = 0):
"BPS mass" of D-brane wrapping around SLAG
In the case of λ = 1:
definition of the period By re-deifining several fields, we read the "fundamental" representations of twisted chiral fields.
(cf.) relation these periods are derived from:
A-type field D-brane wrapping around SLAG and BPS mass.
Calculation:
Re-definition of fields:
The twisted superpotential is trivial! Target space W is submanifold of algebraic torus (C * ) N :
Moreover we should mod out some symmetry derived from the periodicity:
LG orbifold model is written by this twisted superpotential:
W //G Isolated singularity at the origin, Only one supersymmetric vacuum, etc.
good behavior to study chiral rings Sorry, further investigations are in progress...
question:
How and where does the effect of chiral superpotentials appear?
Can we construct ac-ring structure? (finite? infinite?)
What is the mirror manifold of line bundle over Q 
